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Intramural Corner ...

Johnson Began·Firsl: IM Program

•

'

:By Alla11 M. Mogull
Intramural athletics were introduced on the University campus bY
Coach Roy Johnson in 1920. Before
\!oming to New Mexico, Coach John•
son was a.student at the University
of Micplgan where he saw a large
,intramural athletic program in ac.
tion. Upon arriving here, Coach
Johnson inaugurated an intramural
i>rogratrl. that he . hoped some day
would be t)le pride of the South·west.
Coach J o4nson;s first act was the
establishmtmt of the intra-frater.
nity league. In the same year, the
now famous 16 man relay was run
for the first time. In 19.20 the Uni.
versity· had an enrollment of 9!>
:male students. There were six
,teams entered in the relay, thus a c.counting for all 96 male students.
To keep interest )ligh in intramural activities, Coach Johnson
convinced the Boa1·d of Regents to
appropriate $300 a year for intra·mural awards. These R e g e n 1:
·.awa:.:d,s were carried on until 1935,
:when the Intramural collegiate fund
~<?Qk over the obligations for the
next 12 years.
In the beginning the intramural
program consisted of five sports:
basketball, football, track, volleyball, and physical efficiency strength
tests. The Independent league,
which was a tight organization of
all independents on the campus,
dominated all intramural sports
from its beginning in 1922 to about
1935. Coach Johnson realized the
overwhelming strength of the indeJ>endents, so he divided the inde-

I

pendents into two groups, the in
towners and the outer towners, This
division made for keener ~ompeti
tion, Since the breaking of the independents' power in 1935, no one
group has ever dominated the intra.mural sports scene.
In l!MO, Coa~h John Dolzadelli
took over the directorship of intramural sports. In 1941, Coach Dolza7
delli was called into the army, and
for the duration of the war there
were no intramural sports on the

campus. After the wi:\1' Doil!ildelli
came back to the University reopening and expanding th<l. intta·
mural sp·orts program to its pres~
. ent position as one of the main campus activities,
,
In 1949-50 there were 3441 mel)
enrolled in the University. Of
these, 1438 took part in some intra•
mural sports activity, This is about
42 per cent of ·the men in the University, and is above the average
of ' most other schools. :BasketbaU
and softball draw the largest number of entries. Spectato1·s' interest
in intramural sports has increased
tremendously. Last year 6216
people watched intramural sport!!
with basketball and football drawing the most spectators.

•

A few copies of our 20-page silY!lr annive1·sary Homecoming issue
are still available in the Lobo
olllce.

T!lesday,

.

Novem~er 7, 195A
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·sadie's (Sob) Day
Set Off by Chase

•••

.
'
Page Four
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By Bill Rawlins
They're off !
· A thundering herd of UNM women has begun its desperate
chase for men-object, Sadie Hawkins day. Bagged and tagged,
the quarry will be legal game for the annual Sadie Hawkins
dance tonight at the ·suB.

ON A

MERRY-GOROUND!

Student Constitution
Slated for Approval '
By UFaculty Monday

It's silly isn't it? It's
just as silly, brother,
to buy any candy but
the best! That's why
we recommend the
TOOTSJE ROLL! Delicious, wholesome,
chocolaty flavor.

'

Scored into seven sections,
a big nickel'• worth of
candy goodness!

In the first-place entry by Pi
Kappa Alpha, a Lobo player holds
a skunk which sprays perfume to-

•

ward an Arizona Wildcat. Moving
panels in the screen give the effect
of a motion picture. (Winnie photo)

S ,/
1'

At yo!lr campua ccmdf
counter- al.•o in every!
candy •hop!

Music for the (ugh) gala occasion will be furnished by Orlie Wagner ~tnd his Sk1.1nk Hollow Boys.
Tickets for the event are on sale
·at the SUB-and for those who had
to wear their men down, or shalce
their pappies up, the $1.22-per- '
couple tickets will be on sale at the
.
door to the dance.
Sponsored by Associated Women
students, the dance is part of a
nation-wide celebration spurred on
The new Associated Students by AI Capp's famous Li'l Abner.
constitution is slated to be pre- For the past decade 'and a half,
sented for approval of the voting homely and forgotten coeds on
faculty.,;, .. Monday .afternoon, Dr. campuses the nation over have
Sherman E. Smith, director of taken the comic strip institution as
student affairs, reported this week. their own, for one day and night, a
If passed by the faculty Monday, year.
·
the document will go through only
The rules are familiar:
two more processes before it is put
Any eligible bachelor is legal.
into effect. These are a 1·eferendum All a woman has to do is nab him
by the student body and approval and mark him with her tag. Marryof the University regents.
in' will be done cheap by the camThe new constitution was passed, pus Marryin' Sam.
with minor changes in wording, by
Couples - who presum~tbly will
both the Student Affairs committee attempt to be Li'l Abner, Daisy
and the Policies committee early Mae and various other Do¥patch
this week. It was approved by t'!le characters-may have their p1ctures
Student Senate last spring.
taken at the Dogpatch-decorated
With faculty approval it is ex- ball for $1. This entitles them to
pected that the constitution will two 4x5 prints of the Amazon marbe presented for student body vote athon.
about the end of November, Dean of
Men Howard V. Mathany said. He
added that the regents would get
it next. for final approval.
Dr. Smith said the new constitution would become campus law in
September:"~±, if passed by the
Initial plans for an all-student
students, faculty and regents.
trip
to the Lobo-Texas Tech football
Drafting of the new document
began more than a year ago when game Nov. 25 in Lubbock we1;e dis·
it was felt that many provisions of cussed Wednesday by the Student
the present Associated Students Council at a regular meeting.
The council reported that studconstitution were inadequate and
ents
may register for the trip, to be
not clear.
Among new items included in the made by bus, late next week. The
proposed constitution is a provi- cost will be $7 to $10 per person
sion for proportionate representa- depending upon how many go. A
tion in the Student Senate. Under small deposit will be required when
the present constitution each organ- students sign up, cou1;1cil. members
ized campus group has one repre- added.
In charge of the project is Dick
sentative regardless of the number
Spindler,
who expressed hope that
in the group.
Other important changes con- a large number of students· would
cern the organization of the various make the trip which comes during
divisions of UNM's student gov- ThanksgiVing vacation. He l}lllphasize dthat women students living
ernment.
on campus and wishing to go should
get their permission forms in as
soon as possible.
Final details of the trip will be
settled next week, the council said,
Plans for a campus song fest
to be held early in December were
Prof. Randall Davey, University presented to the council by Ron
of New Mexico artist, has received Norman. He said some 20 organizaword from New York that one of tions plan to participate. Drawing
his paintings, Jockey's Girl, will be for program positions will take
included in the Metropolitan show· place at the Chi Omega house Tues.
day.
of American Paintings for 1950.
Norman said cups will be awardWord was received Monday that
one of Prof. Kenneth Adams' paint- ed winners ·in both men and womings, The Harvest, would be ex- en's diVisions. A definite date for
hibited on the same show that runs the event will be set next week, he
added.
from December 9 to Januacy 25.
Also at Wednesday's meeting SatProf. Lez Haas, UNM head of
art, said that the University rated urday, Nov. 18 was, set as Parents'
two of its artists on the top art day. Students' parents will be adshow of the year while two others mitted to the Lobo-Bradley game
from the state were among 290 at redliCed price,· and campus or·
artists from the entire United ganizations will hold open ho1.1se
after the game, the council said.
States.

,

.

Council Plans Trip
To Lobo-Tech Tilt

BEFORE YOU SMOKE THEM
••• you can tell Chesterfields will smoke milder,
because tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder.
AFTER YOU SMOKE THEM
••• you have no unpleasant after·taste.
WHILE YOU SMOKE THEM you get more pleasure than
any other cigarette can give you- that's why milliom o/
smokers say: THEY SATISFY.

'

The two dashing (we mean running) Li'l Abners in the top picture don't have the slightest chance
of escaping the two Daisy Maes as
is evident in the lower photo. These
were just two of many young, all-

American lads who were snagged
today in the best .Dogpatch tradition as Sadie Hawkins day came to
UNM.
The boys above who will now have
to oblige the two young misses by
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Student's Baby Needs Blood
Albert Baca, UNM sophomore
and a veteran, needs the students'
help-and he needs it badly.
Baca is the father of a 16-monthold boy who is seriously ill at St.
Joseph's hospital here. Doctors are
not certain as to the exact nature
of the baby's sickness, but one type
of treatment has been decided upon
as urgently necessary: blood transfusions. •
Transfusions are now being administered from the hospital's blood
bank with the unde1•standing that
Baca's fellow students will replenish whatever part of the bank is
used in the attempt to save his
son's life.
Students wishing to help the
young father are asked to go to St.

l.

i
'

I first IM Net Game

.!

1
!

·I

I

•

Taken by Crusaders

Joseph's as soon as possible and
contribute a pint of blood. Any
blood type will be gratefully accepted.

Third IAA Lecture
About El Salvador
Ricardo Munoz Gutierrez spoke
on the economy of El Salvador last
night in the Administration building,
It was the third in a series cosponsored by the Schools of InterAmerican Afl'airs and 'the department of modern languages.
Gutierrez received his diploma of
Public Accountant from the New
School of Commerce of El Salvador
in 1944 and his degree in econom•
,ics from the National University
in 1950. He worked as an account·
ant in his country for the government department of public works.
At present he is working for his
M. A. in economics, after which he
will return to El Salvador to teach
in its newly established School of
·
Economics. ·

The Crusaders tro1.1nced the Baptist Student Union 51-17 in the
opening game of Monday's intra•
mural basketball activity at the
gymnasium. Roybal took scoring
honors with 12 points.
The second and third games of Pharmacy Women Meet
the evening were won bY' forfeits.
The Pill Tillers, Pharmacy
The Rockbusters forfeited their . women's club, met la~t night. An
game to the Jerboans 1 and the employee from the G1rl's Welfare
chemical engineers forfeited theirs Home spolte.
to tM Shothots.
Led by Charles Sanchez with 12
point5.t. t)le De Anza club overcame
the At•·ROTC bY' the seore of 31-21.
By virtue of this win the De Anza
There will be a Mirage stalf
club is tied for first place in their
meeting tomorrow at 1 ll· m. in
league with the J erboans, both with
the Mirage office. Stafl' members
four wins and no losses.
are urged to attend.

NOTICE

,.

•
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New Mexico Artists

DAILY
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I

taking them to the Sadie Hawkins
dance in the SUB tonight are Bruce
Mackelduff and Pete Biddle. The
girls are Anne Peterson (tackling)
and Martha Hill. (Winnie photos.)

• NO. 32

WEATHER
B-r-r-r. Fair and continued cold
with moderating winds today. Fair
tomorrow with slowly rising temperatures. High today 45, low 24
on the Hill and 12 in the valley.

To Exhibit Paintings

!'

Lobos Face Unbeaten Army Tomorrow
rated with the invincible Cadet
By PilUl Shodal
The University of New Mexico teams of the war era, is timed to
Lobos, 38 strong, left yesterday perfection . by perfectionalist Col.
morning for New York and their Earl "Red" Blaik, its famed mentor.
Led by a squadron of fleet backs,
Saturday afternoon date with the
nation's number one football team, too numerous to mention in detail,
Arm.y. The game will be played at the platoon-minded Black Knights
Michie field, West Point, N.Y. be· have stormed through a comparafore a seU-out crowd oi some 35,000, tivel;v- light schedule uns~athed, inthanks to the presence of 12,000 cluding among its victims, Michigan and Pennsylvania.
Boy Scouts.
The Pointers have been concenWhile charges of mis-schenuling
were hurled at University athletic trating on their air game this week,
officials, Coach Dud DeGroot of the but most observers feel few passes
Lobos considered it en honor to be will be flung at the Lobos Saturday.
able to play against the best team
The Lobos will probably take to
in the nation. He said, "I only wish the air lanes in their bid for yardwe were more .reNresentative of age. The stingy Cadet line, led by
Southwest football.
Ray Malavasi, has yielded only four
Cold weather is due to move in touchdowns this year.
over the East coast and chances are . Milton Price, Lobo quarterback,
a ting will be in theair Saturday will again be counted on for most of
afternoon. An estimated gathering tlie throwing. Chuck Hill, his favor•
of 300 alums and Albuquerque fans ite target, is back in harness and
are expected will be on hand at the Lobos should be in better shape
West Point at kickoff time, 2 p.m. physically than they have in sev(EST),
"
eral weeks,
Two former University athletes
Only the most optimistic hold the
hope the Lobos can keep the Cadets will probably be in action against
from running up at least an ei~ht the Lobos Saturday. They are Bruce
touchdown ma]ority. The sw1ft, Ackerson, giant tackle who starts
powerful Army machine, now being on the offense for the Cadets, and

Ed Tixier, a reserve tackle and
captain-elect of this year's Army
basketball team.
The New Mexico lineup will
probably remain the same as in
the past with Price, Hill, Manny
Morales and Roger Cox starting in
the backfield. Bill Pegu"e and Capt.
Wilson Knapp will be at ends, Tony
Bernitsky and Carl Swan at tackles,
Gerry Lovett and Gail Binkley at
guarils and Don Mulkey at center.
The starting offensive lineup for
Army has 10 different states listed
as "home states." This offensive
lineup will have All-American Dan
Foldberg and AI Conway at ends;
Lewis Zeigler and Bruce Ackerson
at tackles; Dick Rober.ts and Bruce
Elmbald, guards; and Bob Haas,
center. The "loaded" backfield of•
fensively will feature the coach's
son, Bob Blaik at quarterback, Jim
Cain and Frank Fischl at the halfback positions .and either Gil Stevenson or AI Pollard at fullback.
Radio Station KOB, Albuquerque,
will broadcast the game. "Air" time
will be 11:45, (MST) with Charlie
Teas at the mike. Station KGGM
will come on 15-minutes later, 12
noon, with Ivan Head doing the
play•bY'-play.

, I
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Next Thursday, Friday
Are Red-letter Days
,M k
For St
d
t
.
· U en S ar S
It is no little task to have 20,000
grades ready for distl'ibution to
UNM students in a little over 48
hours after they are filed with the
University office of admissions and
records.
That is the task J. C. MacGregor
and his office force .have assigned
themselves the corning week.
MacGregor said that he is asking all instructor to ba ve all
grades in his office not later than
Monday at noon.
. He stated that sophomores, jun~
tors and seniors can begin picking
up their grades at the records win. dow in the administration building
Thursday morning at 8:15, November 16.
Beginning freshmen will pick up
their grade~ Friday, November 17
from their assigned advisers. Tltes~
students are asked to find out their
advisers' office hours and call on
them during that time.
. FreshmeJ! who have not been asSigned adv1sers will secure their
grade reports along with upperclassmen at the office of records
and admissions.
. In order to accomplish the rush
JO? ~f gra4e distribution, the admJsswns d1rector said that all
grades turned in by instructors after the Monday noon deadline will
appear on the grade slip as N. R.no report.
The admissions director urged
the special cooperation of UNM
staff members in turning in the
grades before the Monday noon
~eadline: At the same time he said
1t was Important that uper-classm!!n report at the admisswns office
Window Thursday and freshmen to
their advisers on Friday.

Sports Scene Finds
Lobos On Short End
A quick run-down on Lobo sports
for ,last year shows the golf team
agam took top honors. Led by Borde:.: conference champion Peter
Gnggs, the Lobos captured the conference crown.
The football team went through
a. poor season with two wins and
llll,le losses. Tony Bernitsky and
Wllson Knapp landed on the allconference second teani. Fullback
Bob Cooke was the Lnbos' leading
scorer.
An inexperienced basketball team
won five and lost 19. Lawr.ence Tut;..
tle was high scorer with total of
247 poipts. Bill Weger, Frank Kremer, Bill Swenson, and Ray Esquibel followed in that order.
George Petrol's baseball team
won five and lost 12.
The Lobo tennis squad, with
sophomores Bruce Pieters and
George Mann leading the way won
two and lost 10.
'
• Clarence Watson was the indiVIdual star on the track team, running the mile and two mile distances. The Lobos won two and lost
two meets.

a

-=-----The Great Escarpment in Brazil

rises to elevations between 2 600
and 2,900 feet.
'

.Affairs Commiflee
Refuses Standards
Another Member
The Student Affairs committee
voted Thursday against adding another member to the Student St!lndards committee. This suggestion
from . th'e Policy committee would
have mcreased student membership
on the Standards committee from
four to five.
Sherm!ln Smith, director o:f student a;ff&lrs, presented the policy
CO!Jlmlttee's suggestion. Dr. Smith
Said that the Policy committeE! fE!1t
that another mE!mber should be add!!d to the total membership of eight
m order to avoid voting deadlocks.
The addition of another member
would give an undesirable balance
?f power, s11id Joaquin Ortega, edItor of New Mexico Quarterly.
_Dr. Ortega maintained that the
Standards committee m em b e r s
should all be concerned with weifar~ fJf the students, and that the
a4d1~1on of an<;>ther member might
ehmmate that 1deal.
·
The Student Affairs committee
voted to recommend to the Policy
co!Jlmittee that '.'in the event of a
failure to reach a decision the
case be referred to the presid~nt of
the University."
The committee also voted to
recommend to the Policy committee
that decisions of the Student Standards co~mit~ee may be appealed
to the Umversity president.

Navy Scholarships
Offered for 1951
. Young men interested in obtainmg. a. Navy ~ch'!Iarship for college
trammg begmmng in September
19.51, h!'ve only a few days to sub!
m1t the1r applications. Applications
ll}Ust be received by the Educational Testing service Princeton
N. J., by Nov. 18.
'
'
N~vy college aptitude tests will
be given at various points in the
s~te December 9, 1950. To be elig~ble .to take this test, candidates
must be between 17 and 21 by July
1,, 1951, or be able to enter college
With an advanced standing so they
may ~o~plete requirements for a
commiSSion before reaching 25.
~uccessfpl c!indidates will be appomted m1dsh1pmen, U. S. Naval
Reserye, and "!ill be deferred from
select1ve serv1ce while enrolled
College tuition will be paid plu~
$50 pay mo_!lth, and books and uniforms furn1shed. On completion of
th~ ~ourse, candidates will be commissioned as ensigns in the Navy
0!-' second lieutenants in the Manne Corps. They will be obligated
to serve two years active duty.
~a~phlets giving a general deSC!-'IPt!on of the program and apphcat!on blanks are available at
the .h1gh schools, Navy Recruiting
station, 5th and Gold, and the office
of the NROTC executive officer in
the Stadium building •

"Independents Topped
Greeks''49-50 Grades
Independent men and women outrank . ~he . Greek fraternities and
soror1bes m gr11de points.
Records show that for the second
semester of last year unaffiliated
men at UNM chalked up an average of 1.5141 against 1.3703 for
the fraternity men. ·
Likewise UNM women not attached to so~orities aver11ged 1.6302
compared With an all-sorority average of 1.5083.
Veteran women for the second
semester of 1949-50 made an average of 1.8110 contrasted to 1,5260
for their civilian sisters. Veteran
men averaged 1.5439 compared with
the civilian men's 1.3994.
And, as expected, for the overall
figures, all-University women led
the all-University men group 1.5411
to 1,(588. The all-University average was 1.4996.
By fratern1ties Phi Delta Theta
led the list of 12 with a grade of
1.~9, followe? by Phi Kappa Tau
With 1.48, S1~ma Ch! 1.47, Kappa
A~pha 1,43, S1gma Ph1 Epsilon 1.38
P1 Kappa Alpha 1.36;
'
~pha Epsilon Pi 1.35, Lambda
Ch1 Alpha 1.33. Sigma Alpha Epsilon 1.3p, Nu Sigma 1.28, Delta Sigma Phi 1.25, and Kappa Sigma 1.22.
The 56 memers of Alpha Chi
(!meg~ led the vanguard of sororities With an average grade of 1.74,
followed by Kappa Gamma 1.67,
Phrateres 1.54, Alpha Delta Pi 1 52
Pi Beta Phi 1.53 ;
. '
Chi Omega 1.42, .Kappa Alpha
Theta 1.41, and Delta Delta Delta
1.23.

Sigs and Kappa Sigs
Lead IM Contests
With Intramural swimming
track, tennis. and cross countcy
events completed, Sigma Chi leads
al~ contenders in all U-competition
W}th a ~otal of 136% points. Kappa
S1~rna 1s a close second with 110%
pomts.
Trailing the leaders are Kappa
Alpha, 84 points; Jerboans and Pi
Kappa Alpha, 83; Phi Delta Theta .
82; . AFROTC, 56; Sigma Alph~
Epsdon, 47; NROTC 45· Rockets
40; 'Lambda Chi Alpha; 36; Phi
Kappa Tau, 17; Delta Sigma Phi
14; Sigma Phi Epsilon, 12.
'
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fenley to Return
For Symphony· Solo
George Fenley, major in music
last year, wil fly here Friday
mght to be guest violin soloist with
t~e Albuquer.que Symphony in Carhsle gymnasmm Thursday,
Fenley, who was conce.r.tmaster
of the Symphony Orchestra last
yea.r, is. now a junior in Baylor
Umvers1ty, Waco, Texas.
He spent the summer studying
pnder Ivan Galamian, head violin
mst~uc~or at Julliard School of
Mus1c m New York City and returned to Baylor for the fall semester.
For ~is Thursday night appearal!ce With the orchestra, Fenley
will play three movements of Mendelssohn's Concerto in E Minor.
.He i~ a former Dealy Award
wmner m Dallas and winner of the
Lav~lle Tri-State Contest in Denver m 1948.
·
Last spring in a talent content
for young artists, he and Lois Cox
were adjudged .co-winners.
h~re

Five U Musicians to Play
At Sandoval Tomorrow
Five music students will go to .
Sandoval, N. M., tomorrow to piny
at the Spanish-American seminary
the department of music announced
today.
Students making the t~ip are··
Willi a~? Let7he!, trumpeter; Jan~
Baldwln1 .P!amst; ~o. Margaret
Gore, v1ohmst; PatriCia Dickson
~oprano; and Gene McDaniel pian:
1st.
' ·

Roland Krug, 1950 pharmacy
graduate, is a pharmacist at the
new Medical Arts Center.

STOP IN AT

HENRYS
Drive In

0

Gus Says:

Try Our

HENRY VII
(The Giant of Hamburgers)
and
French Fries

DELICIOUS
GIANT MALT

This. column should be well
rece1ved by most men in Albuquel·que Jlecause I am announcing the most drastic reduction in clothing that will
rock the bottom out of high
prices. This isn't because the
prices have come down, oh no,
far from that. The reason is I
have over bought. . Ninety
Seven Thousand Dollars in
merchandise is too big a load
for any store.
I .have close to one thousand
su1ts on the racks, over two
thousand slacks, about four
hundred top coats and hundreds
of sport coats.

COAL & CORNELL

The. hot weather we have been
h!lv1pg and world conditions
d1dn t help to move merchandise
We must sell this merchandis~
by the first of the year and I
can't eat them, if I could I
wouldn't be able to pay for them.
In order to reduce this enormous
stocJt, I will offer you a PreChristmas Sale that you cannot
afl'01·d to miss. I am offering %,
Off on the entire stock of suits
top coats, sport co.ats, slacks.• :
R emember, you Will find no better merchandise anywhere.
I. know this is a very unusual
time for a Sale on clothing and
I know I can sell the biggest part
of it at regular prices but I am
not takhw any chances. This
merchandise must go and at 1,4
Off, it will go.

L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY
manufacturing jewelers
_Please address any inquiries or correspondence to
JIM SHACKLEFORD
1212 THIRTEENTH STREET"
BOULDER, COLORADO

Program Sales Net $681
The total sales of programs at
the Homecoming football game
amounted to $681.74. Spurs, sophomore women's honorary sold the
most, turning in $339.12.'

Don't buy your next Suit Top
Coat, Sport Coat or Slacks' until
you see our stock. Use our Laya'Yay pan if you want to. $10.00
Will hold any suit, top coat or
sport coat until Christmas but
will not sell any of these articles
on Credit at these prices.
Just think-a $50.00 Suit or Top
Coat for $37.50. A $30.01) Sport
Coat for $22.50, or a $16.00 Slack
for $12.00.
Du~ing

the Sale we will be open
until 7:00 P.M.
'

~

N O';V I know this is an extraordmary Sale but I am not going
to put a page ad for I know most
of you will read this column (I
hope and I can tell you more in
my column than I can in a whole
page '}d). .Are you skeptical ?
Come m and ·see for yoUI'SelfWonderful merchandise at :JA
Off! You know the place.

!

~

.I

WASHING CLOTHES
CAN BE FUN TOO!
Especially when you do it at the

.,_

OUR AIM IS TO PLEASE

Open Daily from 7-6
Tues. and Fri. till 8:00
Just Two Blocks from the U

L.

.

r

II E Representative
To Visit' University
As a representative of the Institute of International Education,
Miss Olivia W. Foster will visit the
campus Nov. 14-16, it was announced today.
Miss Foster's primary responsibility will be to interview the Institute-sponsored students attending
the University from foreign natio_ns and confer with the persons
responsible for their admission .and
welfare.
She will visit colleges and universities in Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico between Nov. 1 and 23.

The University Film Society will $~ each or two for $5. Showings
Dr. Roy A. Bowers, dean of the
open
.series tomorrow Will be at 7 p. m. and 9 ;15 p. rn.
The opportunity to meet with the College of Pharmacy, is giving night itsat 1950-51
Othe1· movies scheduled are "The
Rocley
Hall with the
people and educators o;f Europe, as three talks to county medical so• French comedy-dxarna,
Affair Blum," German, Nov. 18;
"The
Wellstudents rather than tourists, was cieties in New Mexico. His. topic is
D&ughter,'' starring Il.ai- "Major Barbai·a,'' British, Jan. 6;.
a valuable experience for Miss · "Pending Federal Legislation Re- Digger's
mu,
Fernandel
and Josette Day, "Chapeyev,"' Russian, Jan. 20;
Florenc(l Schroeder, associate pro- · gai·ding thll Writing and Filling of The story is by Marcel
Pagnol, who "Carnival in Flanders," French,
fessor in the. home (lconomics de- Prescriptions."
)reb. 10; Charl\e Chaplin festival
also
directed
and
produced
partment.
He will speak to the Colfax It has English sub-titles, the film. and a burlesque of Carmen Feb. 17;
1
· Under the direction of Dr. c. County Medical Society in Raton
The picture t<;Jlls· a story of the ' 1Crirne and Punishment,' French,
Arndt from New York University, Wednesd!ly.
plain peovle of France as Pagnol Feb. 24; "The Eternal Return,"
40. doctoral candidates, including
Dean Bowers 4eHvered hi~> other knew them. Raimll stars as the old- French, Apr. 7; "The Priv11te Life
M1ss Schroeder, spent nine weeks • two tallts l11st week. He spoke to well-digger whose· daughter gives of Henry VIII," American, Apr. 14;
last summer in Europe. The purpose the Bernalillo County Medical So- birth to an illegitimate child. The "Marl; of Zorro," American silent,
was to study the relationships be- · ciety in Albuquerque Wednesday ·plot is concerned with getting her starring Douglas Fairbanks Apr.
tween the United States and Eng- and to the San Miguel County Med- rnal'l'ied to her aviator boy, friend, 21.
land and the United States and ical Society in Las Vegas Thurs- Jacques, who is called off to war
Germany.
· day.
· before the birth of the child.
The short subject of the program NM Business Improves
The University of London was
host to the group for three weeks. Lobo Sports Editor Goes will be the Canadian color produc"New Mexico's business in AuDuring that time they visited Parti<;>n, "Be~on~ Dull.Care." Thi~ nine- gust continued its upward t nd
.
. ·
re •
liament, meeting both Conservative To Army-UNM Grid Tilt mmute film IS an mterpretabon on
film of jazz music played b;v· the'·· sho~ng l,PIP~ovement over last
and ' Labor leaders. The ·London
year," according. to "New Mexico
Times editors had the group to din- 0 Paul Shodal, Daily Lobo Sports Oscar Peterson Trio. ·
ner at the 200-year-old house built Editor, flew last night to West
are
a publication of the
Helen
Holt
and
Bill
Dame
Point for .the Lobo-Army football · handling the series again this seas- Business,"
by the original editors,
University
Bureau
of Business ReHe arranged for passage on on. They said that season tic'!>ets search.
A two-week's lecture study at the agame.
New Mexico Air National Guard
University of Heidelberg in GerC-47.
many gave the students a chance to
He said he didn't have a ticket
talk to students, professors and · but "would rely on his press pass
to get into Michie Field."
townspeople.
o

Get Your Clothes
CLEANED
N-0-W

YOUR CORSAGE WILL

COST LESS and
LOOK PRETTIER

Bring your clothes in today
and h;1 ve them cleaned and
pressed. 11eliable service at
reasonable prices.
RES'fYLING
DYEING

when if's from

UNIVERSITY
CLEANERS

Peoples House of Flowers
Phone 3·2266

Downtown- 214 W. Central

JVt{fe iton

Pick up and Delivery Service
1800 E. Central Phone 6553
Across from Campus

Biggest Food
Values In Town!

Club
Breakfasts

.

~GREYHOUND

.

69 79C
25C.
t

.

2908 E. Central
"Meet Me At the Lobo!"

DURABILITY ••• DEPENDABILITY
It operates more economically

It rides more srpoothly

It's better looking all around

Take one ride and you'll agree Chevrolet
is the smoothest riding car in its field. It's
the only low-priced car combining the
famous Unitized Knee-Action Ride and
airplane-type shock absorbers all around.

Chevrolet's famous Valve-in-Head Engine, exclusive to Chevrolet in its price
range, brings you an outstanding combination of thrills and thrift, plus proved
dependability, year after year.

Outstanding good look& accompany the
outstanding performance of Chevrolet
cars-only lolo'il-priced car with Body by
);<',sher-aml most beautiful in its field,
according to a recent public survey.

It drives more easily

It lasts longer, too

It gives more for less throughout

Enjoy finest no-slzift driving with Powerglide Automatic Transmission* and 105h.p. engine-or finest standard driving
with standard 'engine and Synchro-Mesh
Transmission-at lowest cost.

Many Chevrolets are performing depend- .
ably after ten, fifteen or twenty years of
service. That's one reason why there are
over a million more Chevrolets on the
rQPd than any other make.

Only Chevrolet offers so many performance, comfort and safety features of
highest-priced cars at the lowest prices
and with •uch low cost of operation and
upkeep. Come in and see it nowl

.

'··
''

'

.

•Combination of Powerglide Automatic Transmission and lOS·II.p Engine optlunal on De Luxe models at extra cost,
\

}1lvr Best Bvy-PyA/1 Otlr/$
I'

BUTTERFIELD

Tho fh•elline De Luxe

iuines you to
check up your watch
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •

2·Door Sedan

·I

cleaning and ins~ectlon

Your faithful wCiteh delcrves a yearly check·up.
Let us p~~ it In .tip· $QOD

top condd•on now.

•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
then_ dress it up with a

IHCl. FED. TAX

3124 EAST CENTRAL
THE B,RIGHTEST SPOT
ON THE HEIGHTS
EASY TO PARK!
EASY '1'0 SHOP!

29C

Lobo Drive-In

$395 to $2250
Call your local Greyhound Agent for complete Information
on low fares and convenient schedules.

------~----

Complete
Dinners -------C&
Butter
WafflesCream
___ ,. ____ ,_____

WATC&I BAND

PHONE 2-2340

21 NEW BENDIX AUTOMATIC WASHEttS
EXTttACTOR AND DRYING SERVICE
PLENTY OF HOT, SOFT WATER

The Bach B Minor Mass, to· be
• ;presented by an all-University cast
of 54 voices and 21 ·orchestra members in the SUB b,!lllroom Nov. 111
!It 8:30 p. rn, was almost unknown
In Europe 100 ;Years after it was
written.
Beethoven, in writing his "Missa
~olernnis" in 1822, inquired of pubhshel"S as to where he could get a
copy of the Bach Mass.
·
. qritics h:we stated tardy recogmtwn of Bach's masterpiece could
be explained by the half-Catholic,
half-Pl·otestant tone of the Mass.
Its length, said to have requi)'ed
almost five hours for JJerformance,
may have had something to do
with its lack of popularity in its
early days.
This presentation will eliminate
13 of the 24 movements, while making use of the best choruses and
arias. It will last approximately
one and a half hours.
. Prof. Morton Schoenfeld, director, said he is using top voices and
instrumentalists on campus. Vocal
soloists include Mitzi Reed Neil Wilson, Evelyn Losack and· Evelyn
Miller.
Special parts played by instrumentalists include pianist Prof.
Walter Keller; trumpeters James
Whitlow, William, Letcher and
RQbert 'Heckathorn; oboists Carolyn Darden and Donald Johnson;
violinist Frances Craig, and flutists
Prof. William Kunkel and Barbara
Stubbs.
It will be presented without
charge, Schoenfeld said.

Professor Studied
And Tour~d Europe

Friday, November 10, 1950
French Film Opens'
Page Thrlle
UNM Movie Series nre available at Rodey and sell for

J4·~b1~

GRAND LA UN D E·R E T
1416 EAST GRAND

Bach 8 Minor Mass
Remained Unknown
Its First 100 Years

Prescription Laws
Told to Doctors

•

SEE YOUR. LOCAL CHEVROLET DEALER
Otnwnienliy listed under "Automohiles" in your local classlfJed telephone direetorv

.""·
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The Fifth Column

Entered as second class matter at the poat office, AJbuqu_erque, August 1, 1913, under the
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SOMETHING LIGHT

OOPS, ANOTHER ERROR. If
anyone was rash enough to read
last week's output under this heading, he probably found the syntax
slightly slipshod. The typesetter
left out a line of copy and Hemingway's "Across the River" got hung
in mid-stream. The stuff about Pbil
Harris should have read, "Across
the Street and into the Bar."
GIRL WAS DREAMY. That"
Rodey bunch puts on a good show.
"Dream Girl" wasn't such a hot
play, but. the sets and lighting were
wonderful and the acting was ep.tirely adequate. The Chilcotts look
and sound like they're headed for
the big time. Best single scene was
Clark Redfield's little act in the
newspaper office. Very realistic,
even to the cat squalls. The audi·
ence guffawed when George Hand
said Georgina, "You spoke Spanish like a native.". She also spoke
the word "exquisite" like a radio
announcer from Clint, Tex.
PINNED, UNPINNED. A coed
walked into the Mirage cafe and
pulled an old gag. When nobody
notice that she had been newly
pinned, she said, "My it's warm in
here. I think I'll have to take off
my pin." Cedric Adams quoted a
conversation in a nudist cam~:
"I'm returning your ring. I m:
afraid we've been seeing too much
of each other."
And when the Pharmacy students
get tired of rolling pills, they go
outside and toss a ringer. Instead
of being drug addicts, they've become addicted to horseshoe pitching.
BOSOM BUDDIES. A press
agent's announcement from Hollywood says that Mae West is to
appear as Jane Russell's mother in
a forthcoming movie. A movietown
columnist observes that it will be
hard· for the girls to .get together
for a heart-to-heart talk.
Do you like to see magicians
perform? I hear that Virgil, the
master of illusion, and his wife
Julie will appear at Albuquerque
high school Nov. 16. I used to go to
school with Virgil and Julie and I
recommend their show.
A journalism wheel hasn't seen
his wife since Homecoming. He
,thinks perhaps somebody got confused and sealed her up in the time
capsule.
Dogpatch bachelors, if Sadie
Hawkins gets too close for comfort in the big race today, scat up
most any telephone pole around
here. While you're up there ,tear
down those political posters.
He11b Shriner complains that
Uncle Sam is going too far with
the draft. "They even want to draft
.Eisenhower-and they want to take
him out of school, too.''

Former UNM Student Lived in Convent

University Program

LETTERIP

.

1. Unit of

MECHEM AND THE DEMOCRATS

weight

Las Cruces Republican Ed Mechem was elected governor"
Tuesday after Democratic governors had Held the post for 20
years. With Mechem was elected the whole remainder of the
Democratic ticket. This pretty well split up control of New
Mexico government for the next two years.
With the Republicans due to get most of the state's appointive offices and the Democrats in most of the elected positions,
we are almost sure to have good clean, stalemated government
until1953. With both parties in as strongly as they are, it looks
as though the people can't lose this time.
wvd
The highest score ever stacked up by an Army fotball team
was 90, against Bowdoin in 1920. Tomorrow the Lobos may provide Army the chance for a new record.
.
Weare happy to see that Sadie Hawkins day is taking place
according to tradition this year--in spite of the fact that the
Daily Lobo lost the Li'l Abner strip to a downtown paper in such
an unpleasant manner last summer.

I
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JOB-PORTUNITIES

' Cyrus Frazer
Harold .Abbey and
from the USN Electronic labo:ra•
tory in San Diego, Calif., will be
here on Nov. 16, They are interested in interviewing majors in electrical engineering and physics who
will receive B.A., M.A., or Ph.D.
degrees in February.
Any student hired. by this team
will get a 90-day leave of absence
without pay, so they may finish the
semester. A veteran may get unlimited lea\Te.
·
All students interested in being
interviewed by the team should see

I

the .heads of their departments or
contact Russell K. Sigler, director·
of the General Placement bureau.
A • representative from Allis
Chalmers will be here on or about
Nov. 21. He will interview electrical and mechanical engineering
majors. All seniors interested
should contact the Placement bureau.
• Any student interested in appty.
mg for the junior managerial assistant's examination JI!ust have his
application in the General Placement bureau by Nov. 14.
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Have You Got The Word Yet!

.An "Army Brat" in Europe •••
Joan 'Purdy, former U.NM student here for Homecoming, related
events which occurred during her
three ye::~rs in Europe. ··
Miss Purdy is what is known as
an "army brat," having lived in
every section of the United States
before living abroad. While her
father was stationed in Rome, she
and her two sisters attended Marymont, an Ita~ian convent.

~

~

~

14&

10•1

relates what happened, not what
it thinks should happen or what it
thinks its readers ought to l.'ead.
The author of literature and the
newspaperman of the editorials is
each a reformer of sorts. But the
newspaperman who is a reformer
must try to reform the day-to-day;
the author of literatUl·e may reform on a broader scale•
We like fraternities and sorori·
ties because they are part of Amer·
ica and Americans lilte .them. We
like independent groups because
they .are I]art of America and
Americans like them.
We like America where the peo·
ple hqve their say. And we nope
that this business of Lobo vs.
Thunderbird etc. will not be car·
rie4 to the point of developing into
a bitter feud. Not because we can't
stand the criticism. We think it's
a fine idea. Criticism has improved
newspapers . since newsJ>apers be·
gan. Not because we are against
literatut·e. We like it. Not because
we are puritan. We're not.
But merely because we like
America and we like putting out
something for all Americans. If
ever a newspaper or these news·.
papers reach tlie point where they
don't have faith m America-nnd
all its facets-it menns Amel'ica is
dead .
Bill nnwlins

La Iicker Mentioned
Robert Laliclcer, fot·mer UNM
student and now an ensign in the
Navy in Korea, was mentioned in
an article in the current SaturdaY
Evening Post on the recapture of
Seoul, the South Korean capital,

Tournament· Tomorrow

By Marge Helper

HELPER, Edi~r

Since· all chisses were conducted
in Italian, they were thrQwn into
the language, and were- able to
speak Italian fluently within four
months. "To be able to get food, one
had to listen and lea,rn/' Miss
Purdy said.
Marymont is a small school comvosed of 200 girls, Twelve nationalities were represented, including
15 American girls. Most of the students were of the upper Italian
class, and were very: eager to become acquainted with the Americans.
Miss Purdy said that much more
was expected of the students in
.Italy. "I was greatly surprised
when the large iron gates at Marymont were locke(]. in the morning
and not unlocked until we were to
leave in the afternoon. Each day
two hours were spent on etiquette
and manners."
'
"In Italy," Miss Purdy said,
"the churches are elaborate in every respect, and the people so poor
that they never have enough to
eat."
The Russian blockade occurred
\vhile they were living in Germany.
"To us, the blockade was taken for
granted," Miss Purdy went on. "We
were so close that we did not
realize the danger. The high school
I attended in Nurenberg played
football against an American high
school in Berlin. I was a cheer~
leader and made several air trips
with the team," Miss Purdy said.
To improve relations between the
Americans and Germans, there is a
youth association for the two
groups to have parties and exchange ideas.

FRIDAY-Exhibition of works by
New Mexico artists from 3:30 to
5:30 p. m. at the Jonson gallery,
1909 Las Lomas.
A. W. S. Sadie Hawkins dance,
9-12 p. m. in the SUB ballroom.
S.ATURDAY-End of Mid-Semester.
.
NROTC Glee club rehearsal, 11
a. m. in room 241, stadium.
UNM Gun club meeting 1: :30 p.
m. at the University shooting
range,
Exhibition of works by New Mexico artists 3 :SO to 5 : 30 p. m. in
Jonson gallery.
Baptist Student Union open
house, '1 p. m. at the Baptist
Student Union.
Football - University of New
Mexico vs. Army, 2 p.m. at West
Point.
Club de Anza annual scholarship
dance, 9 to 12 p. m. at the El
Fidel hotel ballroom.
SUNDAY- Services in churches
throughout the city.
Pi Beta Phi ice skating party,
1 to 3 p. m. at the Ice Arena.
MONDAY-Baptist Student Union
morning watch, 7:30 a.m. Mon·
day through Saturday ~t the
Baptist Student Center,
Lobo Christian Fellowship, 12
noon Monday through Friday,
room 253, Ad. building.
Baptist Student Union devotionThe Women's Recreational counal service, 12:30 p. m. Monday cil's Sportsday chairman, Donna
through Saturday at the Baptist Daniels, annoupced that 7117 women1
Student Center.
students had stgned for t. e annua
USCF noonday chapel services, __ sports b,attle. to be hel? thts :,year at
12:30 p. m. Monday through Fri- the Umvers1ty of AriZona m Tucday in the Student Union chapel son.
room.
·
Thirty-four contestants w}ll . be
Faculty meeting 4 P• m. in the selected from among. the qualtfymg
Science Lecture 'hall.
students to c~mpete l!l field hockey,
Interfratemity council meeting, archery, tenms, badmmton, golf and
4
m in the SUB basement volleyball.
lou':;ge. · ·
A chartered bu_s will leave the
_Spurs meeting, 5 p.m. in room 1, UNM campus ~nday, Dec. 1, for
y -1.
Tucson and Will returl!- Su!lday.
Town Club Mothers club meet- Students making the trip Will be
ing, 7:30 p.m. in the SUB base- excused from Friday and Saturday
ment lounge.
classes.

34 Women to Enter
Tucson Tourt1ament

Friclay, November 14), 1950
Page Five

WRC to Hold Volleyball

The Word

OCIETY
M~RGE

Letterip Patrons have been having quite a time for the
past few weeks with a so-called Daily Lobo-Thunderbird feud.
It all started about a month ago with a letter signed by 15 persons, the editor of the Thunderbird among them, criticizing the
Daily Lobo on several points. The Thunderbird appeared a few
days later followed by a rather heartless review in the Daily
Lobo under the name, Pablo P. Casso.
Daily Lobo columnists, most of whom were severely criticized in the original letter, took up the issue in subsequent columns to lash back at the letter's authors. Whereupon began a
series of letters defending the Thunderbird and literary art in
"I do declare, I think Professor Snarf gets meaner every year."
general.
Many of the complaints against the Daily Lobo were good
ones, and as soon as we can get the facilities, they will be corrected. We plan to carry serious and authoritative reviews on
offerings from each of the fields of literature, art, music, and
• • .Voice ol the Stuclents
drama.
But like most Letterip battles, this one is becoming ridiculous. What were original intentions of intelligent criticism
dom.
Thank You Mr. Rawlins
seem to have been lost. It has become a tirade saying those who
Not only are newspapermen the
Dear Editor:
put out the Daily Lobo either cannot or do not touch upon anyproducts of every walk · of life
This business of Lobo vs. Thun- imaginable, but they maintain this
thing in the way of seriousness or culture in UNM's news. We
derbird,
Greek vs. Independent, lit- close relationship with every walk
can take, and we invite criticism, but such apparently thoughterature vs. journalism, and gossip of life throughout their careers or
less ravings as the battle now presents, we resent.
vs. uplifting articles is almost get- they die-as far as being newspaAnd referring to the situation as a Daily Lobo-Thunderbird
permen is concerned. Authors of
ting out of hand.
feud seems rather odd, since the two editors -concerned have
In the words of an authdr with fine literature almost always are
whom even the "illiterate newspa- paid more for their words than are
been silent on the matter since the first letter appeared The
permen" are familiar, it is "full of newspapermen. They write how
two editors said what :they had to say in the beginning, and then
sound and fury, signifying noth· things seem and how they want
dropped the thing publicly--that is, until this piece was written.
them to seem from a world of their
ing.''
own, much farther removed from
We do not ignore cultural happenings. In this very issue,
A letter in Tuesday's Letterip the
people than the world of the
and in many of our previous ones, can be found a comparatively
column carries the matter to ex· newspaper
writer.
treme by implying that all news·
large number of stories concerned with cultural and academic
It
is
strange
that the bitterest
papermen ergo are hidebound reacnews. The Pablo P. Casso article was never intended to be a
tionaries who are interested only in critics of newspapers seem to be
serious review of the Thunderbird, nor was it intended malipreserving vested interests, social writers of other than news. Both
groups
and something which prob· work with words. Both inform the
ciously. It may be that we poked fun a little too hard in this
ably
could
be defined as "exclusive· public. The mere fact that the aucase for some people.
thor of literature writes "finer"
ness."
Those on the Daily Lobo staff feel almost unanimously that
copy
his point of view and the
This theory must be untrue for pointfrom
of
view
of many newslife is not to be taken in a deadly serious manner all the time,
a newspaper to survive. While it is papermen, doeseven
not
mean that it
since it is most of the time anyway This feeling is obviously retrue (statistics will prove it) that either is better or serves
a good many newspapers in this function. Often the oppositeaisbetter
flected in our newspaper. But we feel we have presented most
true.
nation of ours are Republican in
. of the news this campus has had to offer this semester in a
But the point of this letter
editorial policy, newspapermen in
straight-forward factual manner Most editorials have been in
general are more nearly xepre· is not to weigh the relative merits
a serious vein offering honest criticism and opinions.
"There is probably no more deli· sentative of the majority than are of the book and the newspaper, the
magazine and the newspaper or
On the other hand, columns and other editorial page mat- cate problem than sex in prison.''- the literary authors who seem to be even
the short story and the newsthe severest critics of newspaperter have from time to time poked fun here and there in an ef- Barnes and Teeters.
story. The newspaperman and the
fort to lighten life at UNM a little. We feel that most of the
newspaperman's readers like both.
students enjoy something light once in a while.
The difference is the fact that the
majority rules the newspaper and
So we reserve the right to sit back and enjoy life in at least
DAILY CROSSWORD
what news it will print, coupled
a part of our paper.
wvd
20. One of the
2. River
A€ROSS
with th& fact that the newspaper
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Publlshed Tu.. day through FridaY of the regular college year, except durinll holldayo
and e~amination periods by the Associated Students of the University of New J(ui~o. ·
per school

Little /lao On Campus·

Open word to Donna :Michaels.
Yes I am a Greek and proud of it.
This camp·us is a wonderful one
and don't ever say the various organizations aren't a, very important
:factor.
Take for instance tlie weekend
past. Homecoming is a very impor~
ant part of any campus and on th1s
campus it is supported exceptionally strongly by the Greeks, as ;vou
call us. The parade alone certarnly
would have appeared a lot smaller
if the Greeks hadn't entered their
floats ..
And the campus decorations
would have been nil if the .A Phi
0 (a greek group) ha4n't worked
like mad. These are Just a few
examples, Donna, if you want a
few more come see me. Miss
Michael's, there is a letter :for you
at this office.
.
Wright. Van Deusen was pi!lned
to Elaine Janka Wednesday mght.
Bev Ream asked me to tell you
that if you were going to he Phi
Alpha Theta history honorary
meeting to skip it. No meeting,
Janie Winkler, A Chi 0, and
Johnny Leanohard, Kappa Sig are
pinned. There are more, l;lut I can't
remember them at the moment. As
for the ones who broke up, well it
was a long week-end and everyol}e
was tired out, so maybe they will
reconsider.
I feel I should take this time to
stand up for the dining hall. It (the
hall and staff) wanted to cooperate
about the barbeque, if allotted
funds. Since no money was alloted
it would have meant that we who
eat<there would have to go withtlut
something for a while in order to
serve a free meal. I feel that they
did right in protecting our interests.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Collms are
'now p:~:oud parents. Dave was an
SAE.
,
Tonight is the AWS dance, let s
all support it by turning out for. it.
It is in the SUB. Wear someth1ng
odd and have a wonderful time.
The teain has gone to the long
awaited Army game. I hope you
all realize that even though the
game will undoubtedly be against
us, it is still an honor riot to be
laughed at. If Jlossible lets get out
to welcome the boys home.
Thanksgiving vacation is near at
hand, what ya going ta do??
Wright Van Deusen was unpinned from Elaine Janks Wednesilay night. Too bad. They were such
a nice couple.
Eleanor Gaynor, A Chi 0, re·
ceived a ring from John Kinzer
Sunday. John is a Pike who gradu·
a ted in June. Best wishes.
JI'erry Gehr, Pi Phi, received a
ring from Jim (Man in the
Lounge) Breese. Congratulations.
· . Jean Kelly and Martin Leornard
Jr. were married at a formal cere·
mony at the Pine and Gold Church
of Christ last Sunday night.

-

Women's Recreational Council
has set the date fol.' it's intramural
volleyball to~:~rnament for Saturday,
1 to 5 p, m. in the Gym. The coreeyeational teams will consist of
'four men and four women.
. Anyone interested in playirlg, or

any club or o1·ganization wishing to
enter a complete team in the tourney is asked to turn in applications
by Saturday ;lt 1 p. m, Refreshments will be served after the tourPament.

Your Record
Center
This Week's Suggestion
78 and 45 RPM

e

ALL MY LOVE

.

e D:REAM A LIT'fLE DREAM OF MiE
e I'LL NEVER BE FREE

e NEVERTHELESS
.
e AUTUMN LEAVES
e POT OF GOLD

and

B RaJ/,o & .,q~ eo., !JHC.
2624 EAST CENTRAL

Downtown
Central at Third

Uptown
Nob Hill Center

the place to go lor the brancls you· know
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Surveys show Arrow to be the best-liked
shirt of college men-from coast•to-coast.
Famous collar styling, careful tailoring, fine
Sanforized fabrics and laundry-defying
buttons make Arrow your best shirt buy I

*3.65 up
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No Carrying
··············~l
Charges
J!farme •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I
ICily, , , , •,,, •,,,,,,, •• •. State_ ••• ~·· • • • • • •
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0 "ford

••. these are the
Arrow Collar Styles
preferted on every campus

The Watch She Will Treasure Forever!
l5·Jewel Elsln, Graterul du•

I

button-dow

ARROw SHIRTS & TIES
'UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • , SPORTS SHffiTS

.US W. Central Ave.-Phone 3-4401
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. t Escape From Life?
Judge Bratton Speaks
·Dixieland Jazz Hits
·0
N
th~
Campus
f
To law Students
The Nation Again
~···············#

. By

,.

•..

Ro~emary

Stockton •

"I am Jool;;ing into the eyes of
Watch Out, Men!
· more than one who" will serve either
Git
out
yore tt•ack shoes, fallers;
in the House of Representatives or
the Senate within the next 15 I s1,1e by the trees S!ldie ·H!Iwkins
years," stated Federal Circuit day is here. Well, speaking from. a .
Judge Sam Bl·atton to UNM law feminine viewpoint, this is one day
students at the Jaw Student Bar in the school year 11ny self-reJ>pecting tree would be proud to adverlunchen Friday.
Judge Bratton lauded the dean tise. Gh·ls, it is our golden
and faculty of the Law school for opportunity day. How else is we
their achiev<;Jments within the past buck-toothed beooties gonna get us
a man aro\md these parts since they
twoyears,
·
made murder agin the law? It is
Judge Bratton told the Law the day guarenteed by AWS to
students that he was opposed to the warm the hart of every "bachelor"
plan of putting a Law school at ·gal and heels of every bachelor guy.
UNM because the University wasn't
However, this columnist hasn't
large enough. He added he was fully decided just what it is about
very gratified to note the records Sadie Hawkins day that it makes
of the June graduates. He stated it so mucp fun. It cain't b!l 'cuz we
he "had the honor of giving them gits to chase the fellers-we do that
their diplomas" at that time.
all the time. Maybe it's 'cuz they
For the past two years the Law lets .us ketch them on Sadie
school officers have been in the Lobo Hawkins day--they think we't·e only
stadium. Judge Bratton forecasted kiddin', but boy, will we fool them!!
"with a measure of confidence"
One r,eason I lil'e it is 'cuz all
that. at the next board of regent's those soshul-minded Yankees git a
meeting plans would be approved chance to see how good they can
from the a,rchitect of a building for look bad--and that's purty durn
the College of Law.
awful.
"The next class will be the last
If last year is any indication of
to graduate without the benefit of this here year, I'd say you fellers is
a Law school building," Judge in fer a treat-ment, I never seen so
Bratton revealed.
much goin' on. Marryin' Sam durn
Now 62, the Judge said he had near put Bernalillo out of business.
been practicing law since his early And the costumes-Wow! One cute
twenties. He has been on the bench chic was dressed as a smoo, but
of the US Circuit Court of Appeals the whistles and admiring glances
for the past 17 years, and before c!lst her way proved she definitely
that he was a US Senator from New warn't no shmoo. ,Pappy and
Mexico. Judge Bratton is president Mammy Yokum and all their twin
of the UNM board of regents.
brothers and sister wuz there, not
to mention Injun Joe and a whole
pack of wolf girls. It was a scream;
even Sadie herself managed a smile
· Classifieds
or two. Believe me, this is one dance
The LOBO carries classified advertising
in each Thursday paper. Rates: 5e per
you won't want to miss.
word or. n mfn. of 50c per ad; 26c extra
Wish I could giV'e you some partor blind address ads. Ads must be in our
ticulars, but since I am too lazy to
hands by 5 p, rn. Tuesday of the week
they are to appenr. Ads will no.t be accept..
call Eleanor Gaynor and find out, I
ed by telephone and payment on all olassi·
suggest
you consult your local trees
fied a.ds must be made in advance. Mail ad
for time, station, commercials and
and payment to Associated Students Ofso forth. Might even try the front
fice, University or New Mexico, The LOBO
fs not liable for mi~;takes except to the
page of this paper. Don't miss Sadie
amount of the ad. The Lobo reserves the
Hawkins
day. How could you? That
right to properly edit and classify aU ad•
would be almost as bad a faux paux
and to refuse o.ny or all advertising,
as not believing in Santa Claus•
Beware men-you're only young
For Sale
and free one~, and not for long on
Baby crib (Kiddy Koopl and mnttreso
Sadie .Hawkins day.

Dr. Henry P, Eames spoke last,
night at the regular assembly for "Jan Sibelius, · the man and his•
music students. His subject was music."
~----~----------

Is. the recent Dixieland jazz craze
an escape from the bitter realities.
of our complex culture?
Befo1·e Dixieland was actually
formulated some Negroes in a11d
around New Orleans gathered and
played any musical instruments
that were. available. To some it was
an e&cape from their meager social
and :economic status of that. era,
To some it was a means of expression to liven their dull lives. These
are the roots of jazz considered by
many to be the only "pure" American art form.
Today Dixieland is again sweeping the country. Perhaps memories
of "the good old days" are ·being
restored. Perhaps we are delving
into the past in a futile attempt to
brighten the future.

Lost
•~Psychology

or Retlgion," ••Living Under
Tension/' notebook4 PLEEZE return to
Baptist Student Center4

Special Student
Service

ON
THE
BALL

One week or
less.

0

Donn·elly, Holmes Write
On County Government

Free
Instruction
any weekday
afternoon

Dr. Thomas C. Donnelly and Professor Jack liolmes of the gover)\1ment department are authors of
the chapter on county government
in New Mexico in a new book just
issued by the University of North
C~rolina Press.
·
Title of the book is "County Government Across the Nation." It is
edited by Dr. Paul Wager of· the
University of North Carolina.
Each of the chapters in the book
is devoted to trends in county government with a case study of the
government of a representative
county in each state. Bernalillo is
the county selected by the authors
for their case study. ·

We won't leave you
without time on your
hands.

~·

We have a watch for
you to wear while your's
is in dry dock.

Modern Alleys
•• Air
Conditioned
Snack
•• Open 11BarA.M •

Four UNM Officials
Are At Alum Meets
~<' Four University of New Mexico

officials will make appearances in
several eastern ·cities in the interests of the U11iversity this weekend.
.
Bill Han, alumni secretary, and
Berl Huffman, athletic director,
held an alumni ineeting iri Kansas
City Monday night. Tonight they
will be in Chicago and Wednesday
night in Pittsburg. At each place,
prominent alumni of the University
have arranged meetings for the
UNM v.isitors.
President Tom L. Popejoy will
join Hall and Huffman for the
Thursday night alumni meeting in
Washington to make the principal
address.
Friday night in New' York, Coach
Dudley DeGroot will be on hand
~long with the. other three to greet
former UNM students at still an-

'other meeting.
While the. Thursday meeting is
in process at Washington, Coach
DeGroot will be on a nation-wide
radio hool,·UP fol:' the original Amateur Hour from ,New York. Ted
Mack, emcee o;f the program, will
salute Albuquerque and Sally
Werner will be auditioned for an
appearance with Coach D~Groot.

DeGroot will remain for a !!POrts
writers luncheon in New York Mon- Pharmacy Group Hears
day and a telev.isio11 show on Tues- Dean Bowers and Gra'd
day night, . ·
President Popejoy will be in sesCharles Simms, a 1949 UNM
sion with r!)presentativea of both pharm!ICY graduate, spoke at the
the Rockefeller and· the Carnegie · College of Pharmacy as13embly
Wednesday . afternoon. Hill top~c
Foundation~ while ill New York and waa
"Pmctical Experience Rewill return for a meeting of state quirements ;for Pharmacists."
university presidents in Washington · Dean Roy A Bowers discussed a
Monday and Tuesday.
. California regulation pertaining to
the number of yearf! each prospective pharmacist must be enrolled in
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here's how to work it:
a college of pharmacy,

AXYDLBAA,XR
JsLONGFELLOW
One letter olmply stands for another. In this example A Ill used .
for the three L's, X for the two O's, etc. Single let~ers, apos· ,
tropnles, the . length and formation of the words are all hints.
Each day the code lett~rs are different.
A Cryptogram Quotation
JE

C T W D W

T W

C P S S,

.

oA T W

VGK PH GA TEVW~WVWDHEK.
Yesterday's Cryptoquote: WHY SHOULD WE STRIVE, WITH·
CYNIC FROWN, TO KNOCK THEIR FAIRY CASTLES DOWNf·
-COOK,.

Campus Interviews on Cigarette_Tests
Phone 9895

.CORSAGES

3

Gardenias ......................................... $1.00 ea.
Carnations ....'....... :............................ 1.50 up
Orchids ............................................ 4.00 up
Roses···········-~---·························- .50 per bloom
Boutonnieres ............................................• SOc

4

2

Speci.al
Corsages

Carroll Speaks of Ship
At Wardr~om Meeting

"[ should never
have stuck

Recognize these keys1
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my neck out!"
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DAY'S SHIRT SHOP
24 Yeats' )!:xperience
"Tailor Made Shirts"
· 1220 E. Central

Priced from
$8.95 up
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Warner-Woods
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For the B(!st in Portraits

II/

1804 E. Central
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Second & Gold

how could anyone possibly prove cigarette mildness so fast?
And he was right, too! That's why we suggest:

Tile sensible test .. , the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which
simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke on a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap
judgments needed. After you've enjoyed Camels- and only
Camels- for 30
. days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat,
.

Automatic dialing of Long Distance calls by operators, a development of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories, is being extended steadily. This new method of
putting through Long Distance calls is especially important right now, when
the nation ill.coimting on telephone service to help speed the job of defense.

'I

'

BELL TELEl'llONE Sl',STEM

T for Taste) we believe you'll /mow. why •..

•

'®

Mo,e People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette I

.
kersshown:l. Sll!lll XI (Sclenllfte Research). 2. Sl1m1 'rau (En&lneering). 3, Sllmll'i Slgmo (Physics). 4. Be to Gomm• Sigma (Commerce)!
.

.

S. BtU Alpfi1 Psi (AccounUnJ), 6. Blue Key (Sar'llce). 7. Omicron Della Kappa (Men'• Leadership). B. PI Gamma·Mu (Soc(a! Scltnct).

•

:11!'
. '
I'

~\

l ~
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speed - decided there was no need to rush. Aft~r all, he figured,

By pressing these keys, your operator can dial calls straight through to tele•
phones in many distant places. CaUs .go through faster, more accurately.

'

~~·'
W\SJIBURNS

didn't know if he was coming or going! But he slowed down to his own

are the famou• key• of natiOnol hooo< •ocletieo.
No. 9 is an important newcomer. It's the Bell System's new keyset for
the direct dialing of Long Distance telephone ealls. And, though not yet
"national," it already has "chapters" in more than 900 cities and towns.

America's most popular Jackets
-in liteweiglit Nylons, tackel
twill-to luxurious quilted and
wool-lined. Built for warmth and
comfort-Come in .and see them
today-Colors: tan, gray, green

I'

~

a pace with those quick-trick cigarette tests! A fast puff ... a swift sniff .••
a quick inhale •.. a rapid exhale. Terrapin's head was spinning-

~

Jackets-

"

I .. ~.

(Mums) for Football Games

...........

1'

75e up

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
WEDDINGS-PARTIES-HOME DECORATIONS
BANQUET ARRANGEMENTS
Summer Hours: 9:00 A. M.-5:00 P.M.

•

t

SANDIA PHINTING
For all kinds of printing for
Sororities and Fraternities
111-B S. Cornell
Phone 2-4672
Merle J. Furry, Ownet

Air Lines • Rail Roads
Travelers Insurance
118 North Fifth
Phone 8106

111-a So. Cornell

.'

7

Bowman Travel
Agency

. Parfy Ccinc:Jy Our Specialfy

Dl•tr!buted br ~!ng Feature• Synd!eato

I

"Your Persona)lzed
Travel Agency"

A ·skating party is to be held
at the Ice Arena Saturday from
5:30 to 7:30 p. m., spon..sored by
the Wardroom society. Admission
will be granted upon presentation
Qf the W ardrciom member~hip card.

MAKERS OF FINE CANDIES

411 N. 2nd

1

Wardroomers to Skate·

P~----

Number 6 •••THE TURTLE

•

At a meeting of the Wardroom
society Tuesday night, Lieut.
Charles H. Carroll told of his experiences as captain of the USS
Littlehales. Slides were shown of
snapshots Lieutenant Carroll had
taken.
An amendment to the Wardroom's constitution and plans for
the NROTC winter formal were
discussed.

C P H W 1'
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CHAPLIN
ALLEY

(Kant-wet) $7. Westphal, 612 N. Girard.

Young Man•s Tuxedo. Good Condition.
medium size, ~39.50. Tux Shirt $4.50. Jack •
Markle, 205 N, Pearce.
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Eames Tells of Sibelius

-,
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Three Tearns Refused
Points in Swim Meet

DAILY LOBO

SPO·RTS.
PAUL SHODAL, Editor

lntram1.1ral Corner ~ ••

Climax Near in Basketball and Tennis
•

I •

,.

I.

I

By AI Mogull
The spirit and fury of intram'ilral
basketball and tennis are rapidly
approaching a. climax.
On Wednesday, l(appa Alpha
beat AFROTC to take third place
in all-University competition. John
Jasper, Kappa :Alpha, lost his singles match to Ken }!anson, 6-2, 6-2.
The KA doubles team, composed of
Bob Barney and Bill Lewis, defeated Harry and Fred McCracken of
the AFROTC, 1-6, 6-3, 6-1.
John Taul, KA, and Paul Myers,
AFROTC, furnished the highlight
of the day with their well matched
sets. John Taul finally won the
match, 3-6, 6-0, 9-7.
Intramm·a.l Athlete of the Week:
John Taul. For his outstanding display on the University tennis
courts. Taul, who combines excellent form with an equally potent
forehand, backhand, and serve,
looks like a good prospect for the
University varsity team. Taul never
seems to w,orr:y, even though ha;rd
pressed, anp he always has a smile
for the spectators. John doesn't appear to play his be~t until he ~s
forced to, In the semi-finals and m
the third place .playoffs, Taul lost

his first sets but came back to win
.
his next two.
Basketball continued Wednesday
night at the University gymnasium.
In the opening game of the evening,
Phi Delta 'l'heta overcame Sigma
Chi, 28-17. Albert Brion was high
point man for the Phi Delts with
10 points. Pi Kappa Alpha won
from Sigma Phi Epsilon by a forfeit,
The De Anza club won an easy
victory from the Newman club, 3813. Charles Sanchez and Luige Gurza shared top honors, both scoring
nine points. In the final game of the
evening, the Shothots squeezed past
the scrappy NROTC, 30-24. Gordon
French sparked the Shothots by
scoring 12 points.
Three quarters through the basketball schedule, Kappa Sigma and
the Phi Delts lead their respective
leagues. Kappa Sig has three Wins
and no losses. Phi Delta Theta has
four wins. The Jerboans and the De
Anza club are tied for first place
in one league, both with records of
three wins. The Crusaders and the
Shothots are also tied in their
league, with three wins each. •

Director John Dolzadelli told the
second meeting of the Intramural
council recently that three groups,
the Rockets, Alpha Epsilon· Pi and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon did not com. ply with the. entry rules for the
intramural swimming meet.
These 'teams entered less than
the required eight swimmers. The
council decided to ta'ke the entry
points away from the te~ms but
allow them to keep their place
points. The final settlement of penalties. for teams not fulfilling entrance :requirements was put off ;for
a future date.
The council passed a motion tliat
in case of a tie in the basketball
leagues there would be a playoff
before the teams would •be allowed
to play for all-U ·championship,
Dolzadelli told the council that
the gym will be opened every Sunday from now on for the use of
students. The ban on the use of
the field south of Men's Dorm has
been lifted.
·
Any students interested in inli-amural fencing, rifle competition o:.;
skiing should see John Dolzadelh
in the gymnasium any afternoon.

$3,000 Stipends Offered
For phile Study Projef:t
Fellowships amounting to $3,000
for single students and $5,000 for
married students .are now being offered by the Doherty Foundation.
Applicants must ca:r:ry out projects
in some Latin-American country,
preferably Chile.
·
For further information contact
the School of Inter-American Affairs.

Art Re/:uod uctions
At U Gallery Show

,,

Architectural students are eligible to compete for $325 in prizes
to be awarded in two national design contests.
The first design calls for a group
of garden apartments with 350

COME ••

THE BATTLIN' BOZOS WHO
BAZOOKA'D THEIR WAY TO GLORY!

NEXT WED.-THUR.
CHARLES K. FELDMAN prosonts

ORSON WELLES
in A MERdURY PRODUCTION

"Moebeth"
by William Shakespeare
introducing
JEANETTE NOLAN
withDan O'Herllhy
Roddy McDowall
Edgar Barrier

.

'

FEATURES AT 5:00·7:30-10:00
STUDENTS -~~---·------ .50c
ADULTS --------·-------$1.00

EL REV

SUN.-MON.
TUES.
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Pre ·med ClubSlates
••
F•leld TriP• • pet1t1ons
Na.t•10nal. Fratern•lty
.

STARTING SATURDAY

··

·

1 .

BOX OFFICE
OPENS
11:45
TOM 'N' JERR'l:' in

"FRAMED CAT ..
JOE McDOAKES
in

"SO YOU WANT
A RAISE"
WARNER-PATHE NEWS

'
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A trip to the State Mental hospita! at Las Vegas and one to the
Lovelace clinic here a:re planned
for the newly organized Pre-med
club. ·
The club will hold its second
meeting in Bi9logy 12A at 7:30 tonight. .At its first meeting two
weeks ago a constitution was drawn
up and officers were elected.
A petition is being made by the
club to Alpha Epsilon Delta, 'nationa! honorary pre-medical fraternity, for a charter.
All pre-medical, pre-dental, and
pre-veterinary students are invited
to the meeting tonight.
Chosen as president for this semaster was Reed Porter. Other officers elected were Aleck Chello, vicepresident; Mary Cay Jones, secreta:ry; Faith Sherping, treasurer,
and John Wiley, socia~ chairman.
Dr. ,Edward F. Castetter and Dr.
Martin W. Fleck were chosen as
faculty advisers for the club.

Tibet's Mesa Is Top
For Rockets- LaPaz
Dr. Lincoln LaPaz, director of
the Institute of Meteoritics, told the
Optimist club Friday he believes
the..Chinese Communists want Tibet
to keep the United Nations from
using the four-mile high plateau
for launching guided missiles.
LaPaz said that missiles launched from Tibet's rarified atmosphere
would meet less resistance and consequently go much farther.
He added that the Communists
know that it is a key place for attacking or protecting vital countries in Asia.

Judah to Lead Forum

ERNIE PYLE

PHO. 2-5978

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1950
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Dr. Chrles B. Judah, associate
professor of government, will speak
tomorrow night at a meeting of Air
Reserve units. The meeting will be
at 7:30 in the old theater building
on Kirtland AF base. Dr. Judah
will lead a forum discussing "Instruments of National Policy."
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NO. 33

Student
Constitution
To Be G1ven Sunday, .
.
No Admission Charge Gets Faculty Approval

WEST POINT, ]'f.Y., Nov. 11;Bach's eig~teenth- ~entu:ry B
(Special to the Daily Lobo)-A:rmy Mmor Mass Will have Its first AIdidn't teach restraint here. this buquerque performance Nov. 19 !lt
afternoon as its Cadets, the na- 8:30 p.m •. m. the SUB. There Will
tion's top football team, hurried to ,be no admi,SSlO~ charge.
smack down the New Mexico Lobos
Under duectlon o_f Prof: Mo~ton
51-0
Schoenfeld, a 54-voice choir, atded
The largest crowd ever to witwill prenep;s .a footpall game in hallowed
Rated as neithe; Catholic nor
MIChie stadmt?, 3C,476, cheered as ·Protestant in scores or words, the
the Cher:r:y-shuted underdog;s from Bach Mass :represents the dual
New MeXICO held the future gen- aims of its author. A devout Luthe:rals to a 7-0 advantage at the first eran Bach is said to have comquarter,
bined the best in Protestant and
The Cadets pulled no punches as Catholic liturgies.
they pil!yed ~heir top hands almost
To put over the impressive chothe entire. distance. The expected :ruses and arias that Bach wrote
shining light of the day was AI into this major work, Professor
Pollard, the powerful and confident Schoenfeld is using a well-balanced
fullback from California. The Army choir of 17 sopranos, 17 altos, eight
backfield ace scored 19 points dur- tenors 13 basses, four soloists, and
ing the afternoon.
an or~hestra.
The A:t'~y jugg~rnaut! gatherin~ · The sopranos are: Beverly Burke,
steam as 1ts seemmgly mexhausb- Patricia Yenney, Edith Bt•ay, Marble supply of reserve wore down ietta Brown, Beatrice Hubbell,
Alice Dement, Elissa Frazier, MitSee story on page four
zi Reed, Barbara Watkins, Ollie
Austin, Harriet M. Riebe, Barbara
McLean, Evelyn -Losack, Patricia
the New Mexico forces, capitalized Dickson, Gloria Castillo, Grace
on several costly Lobo mistakes. Ma:rben, and Mary Thomas.
Here we use the word "reserves"
The altos a:re: Mila Castillo, Rita
loosely. They are not reserves in Sharpes, Josie Klassen, Margaret
sense of being "substitutes." They· Klassen, Frances Martin, Eleanor
are reserves that often do a job Silbo, Attlene Davenport, Margaret
just as well as the stat•ting eleven. Spaberg, Molly Hardaway, NoraThe Army uses a complete pla- 1 R b
h s
I ard Jane
ee urn aug , ue zz , .
toon
system; unit.
an offensive
unitthese
and Baldwin,
Evelyn
B:rya defensive
Each of
s
H Miller,
d Mary
J
T'·tan,
uzanne
ernan
ez,
ean
"""
units is two players deep in each tr 11
d c
· F b
eThe
, an
or es.
Wesley Selposition.
eight onme
tenors are:
He is one of many Cadets who by, Jim Benner, Rea Alsup, Bob
cannot be called "second-stringers." Daniels, Edwin Todd, George PurThe fact that Gil Stevenson and nell Diggs, Jim Dulte, and Ted
Jim Cain did not play for A:rmy Phillips.
is no criterion that Army ·'Wasn't
The basses are: Gene McDaniel,
going all-out in the scoring depart- Phil, Thomas, Tom Lief, Wiley
ment. Stevenson, a top fullback in Peeples, Richard · Bittman, Neil
his own right, has been relegated Wilson, Edward Abbey, Halim Elto the reserve line by Pollard's sen- Dabh, Joe Salazar, Charles G.
sational play. So we have in this Smith Jr., Wm. Henry Scultz, Sam
case, a former all-American can- Fresquez, and Austin Peck.
didate playing with a :reserve unit.
The four featured vocal soloists
For the first time in many games, are: Mitzi Reed and Evelyn Hua Lobo opponent failed to get a man ~sack, sopranos; Evelyn Miller, alto;
loose on a long scoring jaunt. The and Neil Wilson, bass.
Army yardage, for the most part
was of a six- to 10-yard gaining
nature. The clean play in the game
:reflects the statistic that only a total of 65 yards in penalties was
Mortar Board asks students
assessed.
who ordered mums for HomeChuck Hill and Roger Cox, playcoming but did not pick them up'
ing brilliantly for a lost cause, led
to report to the Associated Studthe New Mexico offense. Manny
ents office in the SUB for refunds.
Morales, the Lobos' defensive tower,
smacked hard, along with Tony BerThe Student Spirit committee
nitsky, Ray Newman, and Bill Mcwill meet tomorrow at 4 p. m. in
Laughlin.
the SUB. lounge to plan Friday's
pep rally. Pictures will be taken
for the Mirage.

~~nft:itj!C:os~If~~stra,

NOTICE

Wilson, 3 Students
In Church Program

Perfect mildness? You bet. Scientific tests,

confirmed by three' independent consulting
laboratories, prove that Lucky Strike is milder
than any other principal brand. Rich taste?
Yes, the full, rich taste of truly fine tobacco.
Only fine tobacco gives you both real mildness
and rich taste. And Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So enjoy the happy blending that combines perfect mildness with a rich, true tobacco
taste. Be Happy-Go Lucky!

The Rev. Dr. F. M. Wilson, director of the United Student Christian fellowship at UNM, and three
foreign UNM students took part
in the Sunday services at the Evangelical United Brethren church.
The Rev. Dr. Wilson gave the
morning sermon. Marie Sommerville from India, Sang Keun Chun
from Korea, and Wllliam Mensa
Dapra from West Africa, present-ed the evening program.

~.S./M. F.T.·Lucky Strike
~ans Rne 10N«o
CdPitu THI AMiftiCAN TOIACC:.O COM,.ANY

LOBO

Army Pulls Few PunChes; Bach's ~Minor Mas~

With the gal who put whammo in their ammo and a Frenchy
song on their lips! - - - The Beautiful
A
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BREAKTHROUGH

Led by Fred Brian the Phi Delt
basketball team fought to a 28 to
17 victory over Sigma Chi ,in t!J.e
intramural "tournament. This VICtory gives them first :place in their
bracket in the f:ratermty league.
The Phi Delts and Sigma Chi,
runner/! up, will meet the winners
of the other bracket for the fraternity league championship. The
top contenders on that side of the
league are the Kappa Sigs and
Delta Sigs. The' Phi Delts were last
year's intramural basketball champions.
·

e

•

I'
• • •

- Brian Sparks Phi Delt.s
To 28-17 Win Over Sigs

2121 N. 4TH

. THE NEW MEXICO

dwelling units. A sketch plan for a
public swimming pool is :requi:recl in
the second contest.

HERE THEY

KIMO

l

Reproductions of renowned paintings can be seen in the ,Ia~st show
at the Fine Arts bmldmg. The
show is primarily dev<!ted to ~or)!:s
of the French post Impres~Iomst
school with works by such artists as
Renoir, Degas, Van Gogh, Cezanne,
and Monet.
One of the paintings featured
from this group is "The Card Players" by Cezanne. The old masters
are represented in the canvases of
El Greco and Tintoretto. Picasso's
·«still Life With Guitar" is one of
the modernistic pieces on display.
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Architects to Compete

Walker to Speak on FCC
Practices, Fuhctions
George

Paul A. Walker, Federal Com·
munications Commission member,
will speak tomorrow at 8 p.m. in
Fenley
the Science Lecture hall. He .is be. ing pi·esented by the UNM College
of Law.
Walker1 . who has be~n an. Fqc
member smce it started m 1934, Will
discuss functions and practices b'eG. Ward Fenley of Albuquerque.
fore the Federal Communications
Mu Phi Epsilon awarded Fenley Commission as it applies to radio
first }lrize in a contest sponsored by and tele-communications.
that organization _lit McFarlin hall
The public is invited.
on the campus of Southern Methodist University. He was 15 at the
time and won over students whose
ages ranged up to 21.
WEATHER
The Symphony will also . Plll;Y
Handel's water music, ballet music
from Schubert's Rosamunde, and
Considet•able cloudiness today,
the Overtui'e to Die Meiste1•singer with a high of 54 degrees. Possible
ft·om Wagner.
snow over the mountains late today,

Fenley Is Civic Orchestra Guest Star
George Fenley, 19-year-old violinist, will be the guest artist J?r~·
sented by the Albuquerque CtVJ.c
Symphony orchestra at 8:15 p.m.,
Thursday, in Carlisle gym.
Fenley will play the Menlelssohn
Concerto in E minor, a vehicle particularly designed to exhibit the talents of a. young artist.
At the age ol' fiv~ Fenley won a
taltmt contest du:rmg the Texas
Ocm tenninl in 1936.
Fenley is the son of Dr. nnd Mrs.

•

By Jim Tucker
The new Associated Students constitution was unanimously·
a.pproved by the voting facult. Y y·esterda.y· aftern.oon.
· The Student Affairs committee and the Policies committee
favored the new constitution by unanimous vote last week. It
was approved last spring by the Student senate.

Taos Ed•t
8 k
I or s 00
MaSke d'GOdS, to 8e
Released by U PreSS
I

"Masked Gods," a new novel by
Frank Waters, editor of the Taos
weekly El C:repusculo, will be released by the University Press tomorrow.
A product Of 20 years of :research, the nove1 is an interpreta-

Ratification by the student body
and approval by the University
regents is all that is necessary for
the n.ew statutes to become campUj!
law in September, 1951.
The new constitution is the first
to be submitted for faculty approval. If ratified by the student
body and approved by the University regents it will be the first Associated Students constitution to
have complete sanction of the University.
Drafting of the new constitution
began in November, 1949 as a revision of the old, now present, one.
The result is a ew, streamlined
document which is11about one-fourth
as long as the present constitution.
The new document increases the authority and responsibilitY of the .
Student senate and gives more proportionate :representation of students in the senate. .
Among other changes, the new
constitution makes it necessary for
the Student senate to approve or
dt'sapprove of all budgets prepared
by the Student council. Under the
new consti'tuti'on the ·Student sen"te
" must revt'ew all maJ'or appointments made by the student bod1
president.
·

,,
!
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Baby Gets Blood,
Baca Thanks Donors
Frank Waters

Albert Baca, UNM student
whose baby was in need of blood·
transfusions last :week, reported
today that his 16-months-old son's
condition has improved,
Baca said he wished to thank all
students who contributed to the
·St.. Joseph's hospital blood bank in
his child's behalf.

tion of Navaho and Pueblo ceremonialism against a historical background. It interprets the meaning
of the ceremonials in terms of modern systems of science-psychology,
geology, and atomic physics. The Engineers, Physicists,
author draws a comparison between
the religious philosophies of the Mathematicians Needed
Pueblos and Navahos and Eastern
Staff members from the Naval
civilizations.
Electronics laboratory in San DiWaters lived on the Navaho res- ego will interview prospective emervation when he was a boy and has ployees tomorrow and Thursday.
lived around Indians most of his
R. K. Sigler, director of the Unilife.
versity placement bureau, said that
Among his most important works Harold Abbey and Cy Fraser would
are "The Colorado," which sold 60,- be on the campus looking for young
000 copies and was praised by 250 men who want to do electrical en:reviewers, and "The Man who gineering work. Special jobs for
Killed the Deer." The latter was physicists and mathematicians :will
termed by Stephen Vincent Benet, also be available. The San Diego
Burton Rascoe, John Chamberlain, laboratory is also looking for engiand Joseph Henry Jackson as the neers in the fields of civil, mechani"best novel on Indians ever writ- cal, structural, architectural, and
ten."
chemical engineering.
Of his eight novels, two have been
The field is limited to graduates
published in Englancl and one in or to those who will finish some
France.
time this year, Sigler said.
, He said that seniors accepted
be granted a 90-day deferHoff Talks ·to Sigma Xis could
ment and that veterans could be
Dr. C. C. Hoff, assistant professor accepted and . granted unlimited
of biology, spoke at the regull!r time to report for duty.
meeting of Sigma Xi last night. Hts
All persons interested should
topic was "The Nature of the Biotic contact Sigler by tomorrow morning.
Community."

Former U Lecturer •••

l-luie Edits American Mercury
William Bradford Huie, free
lance writer and UNM visiting professor in journalism for the 1949
summer session, has been appointed editor of the American Mercury,
Announcement of the appointment came in a letter from David
Eliot Green to Dr. Thomas C. Donnelly, a close friend of H uie's.
Huie, . an Alabaman, has free
lanced sincel937. One of America's
fm•emost advocates of air power,
he has had articles appearing on
that subject in Readers' Digest and
othei' magazines. Huie autJ1ored a
book titled "The Case Agamst the
Admirals.''
Since 1937 Huie has written

largely for Readers' Digest, Coronet, Nation's Business, .Liberty, and
American Mercury.
He first broke into prominence
with an expose of former communists in th. eatomic energy set-up.
While at UNM he had several na•
tionwide tilts with David Lilienthal,
then head of the Atomic Energy
Commission.
Last spring Huie wrote an article
on the Lo:rius case which was an
incident of two vacationing couples
who disappeared after last being
heard from in. Albuquerque, The
article appeared in Coronet.
H. L. Mencken was editor of
American Mercury.
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